The condition \\D~lC\\ <1 guarantees that B be invertible. The corollary follows on applying this condition and using the row-sum norm.
THEOREM 1. Let B = [by] be a matrix of complex numbers. If B is not invertible, then f or some i we must have \bu\
The matrix product Q on the left side of the lemma is equal to the identity matrix except in the tth column, which is replaced by the jth column as shown. The determinant of Q is therefore equal to the t f t element of Q, i.e. the inner product of the tth row of W by the jth column of B. This corollary has been used in numerical analysis, in a case in which complex numbers are replaced by 2X2 matrices.
THEOREM 2. Let B be anmXm matrix of complex numbers; let 5(1), 5(2), • • • be a partitioning of {l • • • m\ into disjoint sets. Let V(r)

O be the (principal) submatrix of B on the rows and columns with indices in S(r). Let
5(f) ™-<o be the submatrix of B that uses rows with indices in S(r), and columns with indices from the same set, but with the column of index j deleted and the column of index t appended. The matrix B is nonsingular if the following m inequalities hold among certain minor determinants of B :
Vy € a (f) V r i | det V(r) | > £ | det U{r,j, t)\\ .
